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Vaccination: how the West invades the world
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"A great wave of missionaries brings a fairy tale to the Third World. These outsiders are the priests
in white coats. They offer medical treatments for problems they can't possibly solve. The self-
generated delusions of the doctors about their ‘success' are stupendous." (The Underground, Jon
Rappoport)

Vaccination is the prow, the leading edge of the invasion.

Convincing nations that vaccines are absolutely essential opens the way for all the other practices
of Western medicine. Especially mass drugging.
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In recent years (think Swine Flu, SARS and other fake epidemics - including COVID-19), the World
Health Organization has played a major role in insisting-with threats of sanctions and quarantines
and travel advisories-that nations vaccinate their citizens to the hilt, in order to protect the world
against "the deadly spread of viruses."

The WHO wields significant power in this regard. It is a pharmaceutical enforcer.

There is a hidden aspect of the vaccination-invasion: the local political leaders of "backward" nations
stand to gain from the vaccine ruse.

Instead of having to admit they are causing widespread death and devastation by maintaining
poverty, hunger, starvation, unsanitary overcrowded living conditions, and contaminated water
supplies-all of this on purpose, in order to keep their populations weak and under control-the leaders
in those countries can say:

"Our people are suffering from specific diseases, over which we have no control. We are afflicted
with viruses. We must take steps. We must upgrade our medical care programs. The first step
is instituting widespread vaccination against viruses."

This con lets them off the hook. This con is a cover story that obscures what these leaders are
actually doing to their own people. This con obscures the fact that, when living conditions are
execrable and miserable, disease arises independent of what particular germs are circulating.
The imposed conditions of life destroy immune systems, period.

Vaccination, as a "bonus" for repressive leaders, actually makes things much worse for populations.
It pushes already weakened immune systems (and healthy systems, too) over the edge.

Consider also how mega-corporations benefit.

After making deals with local dictators to set up shop, hire workers for pennies a day, steal land and
resources-keeping populations weak, sick, debilitated, and therefore less able to rebel against
the outright theft of their countries-these corporations also have a built-in cover story:

"It's shame what's happening to the people here, all this disease. Therefore, we wholly support
bringing in medical aid, to stem the tide..."

As if doctors and drugs and vaccines could cure the destruction wrought by abject poverty and
starvation.

The degree of brainwashing propaganda about the miracle of medicine is extraordinary.

People watch/read news stories about doctors and medical supplies going to impoverished countries,
and casually assume there is some connection between that and bringing health to millions
of people.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

"Yes, I see you've been hungry for 20 years. Here is a drug. And roll up your tattered sleeve for 10
vaccines."

Any doctor worth his salt understands these things. He knows. He knows he is being used as a prop
in a fantasy stage production of The Cure: A Great Deception.

The man in the white coat comes to dinner, but there is no dinner.

"Hello. I represent a few mega-corporations who, in conjunction with your leaders, have stolen your
country from you, taken the best farm land, the richest minerals, and put you to work at starvation
wages. Therefore, you're sick. So now I'm going to help you with a shot in the arm that will do
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nothing to raise your level of health. But I'll pretend it will."

Many years ago, in my college bulletin, a young doctor wrote a piece about his experiences in Africa.
He grasped a fraction of the truth. He mentioned that severe dehydration/diarrhea was a leading
cause of death there, but the medical people refused to give out simple packs that would at least, for
the moment, rehydrate the sufferers. Instead, they insisted on administering antibiotics-which
of course made the problem worse by killing off beneficial gut bacteria.

Thirty years later, while I was writing my first book, AIDS INC., I got a call from a doctor who had set
up a small AIDS clinic in Uganda. He simply gave his patients clean rooms and nutritious food, and
helped them start a little farm, where they grew beans and sold them. That's all.

He said to me, "All their AIDS symptoms went away. What do I do now?"

The first thing he could do was realize that HIV was a stupendous cover story to explain "why
so many people in Africa were sick."

He was something close to a healer, and he had done his job well. But because of his indoctrination,
he didn't know it.

When experts rattle on about how vaccination has wiped out many diseases in the Third World, what
they really mean is: vaccines have suppressed the visible symptoms that lead to the diagnosis
of these diseases. But new symptoms will arise, and they will be called other disease-names. It's
a shell game.

I challenge anyone to show me large, correctly done studies that track people in the Third World who
have received the usual batches of vaccines. Show me that the overall health level of these people
has improved over time.

In other words, show me that people who are chronically affected by hunger, starvation,
contaminated water, and unsanitary overcrowded living conditions are somehow enjoying improved
health because they were given shots in the arm.

"Well, when you put it that way..."

I do put it that way. Because that's the way it is.

All the laudatory verbiage about the unparalleled success of vaccines in the Third World is just more
illusion, more cover story, more diversion.

The invasion is ongoing.

The invaders are the same people and the same groups who are going to try to inject every human
on Earth with a COVID-19 vaccine.

So you trust them, right? And you won't resist them, right?

RIGHT?

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST of Jon's articles about Covid-19

FEBRUARY 2020

Feb 13. Sudden spike in coronavirus cases only means new method of counting

Feb 14. Vaccine revolution in one State of the union

Feb 16. Coronavirus: Run, here come the experimental drugs
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Feb 17. CDC begins testing Americans for the Coronavirus-but how?

Feb 18. How are viruses discovered and identified in the first place?

Feb 19. The power of viruses and the Power of You

Feb 23. Wuhan and the polluted air as a cause of epidemic illness

Feb 24. China coronavirus hype straight out of the CDC flu playbook

Feb 26. Coronavirus covert operation

Feb 26. How to stage a fake epidemic (and brainwash billions of people)

Feb 27. The coronavirus vaccine as a source of dangerous invasion

Feb 28. World-famous Celebrity makes shocking statement about the Flu

Feb 28. Plunging stocks, pandemic fears, quarantines-what's the real operation?

Feb 28. 5G and the China epidemic

MARCH 2020

Mar 2. Coronavirus: The contagion of Propaganda

Mar 2. Damn! Will the Zombie Virus Apocalypse never come?

Mar 3. More on China pollution and the coronavirus cover story

Mar 3. Viruses: a different perspective

Mar 5. Coronavirus: the definition of "cases" is producing a new level of illusion

Mar 6. Corona baloney: it's the money, honey

Mar 8. Italy quarantines 16 million people: "the effect proves the cause"

Mar 9. Vimeo censors my interview, in which Catherine Austin Fitts and I discuss coronavirus and
vaccines

Mar 9. Selling Fear-the "Epidemic Experts" weigh in

Mar 10. Coronavirus: what real science would look like, if it existed

Mar 11. Coronavirus: why it's not like the other fake epidemics

Mar 11. Coronavirus: a propaganda master advises the President before he addresses the nation

Mar 13. Coronavirus: how a rational CDC scientist would think, if one existed

Mar 13. Italy: "ICU wards are overflowing"

Mar 15. How Many People Have Coronavirus?

Mar 16. COV death: Five-thousand-year-old man had two hundred diseases, was on three hundred
toxic meds
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Mar 17. Corona Bologna Italy: The Truth begins to leak out

Mar 19. If Jesus threw the moneychangers out of the temple, why can't worshipers throw out
the CDC?

Mar 19. Italy Coronavirus: New explosive information

Mar 20. HIV: A medical coder makes a startling statement

Mar 22. Coronavirus: toxic drugs, no liability for Pharma

Mar 23. Dr Anthony Fauci is now the President of the United States

Mar 23. Coronavirus and Island X-24

Mar 24. Here's what the CDC says about the test for the Coronavirus

Mar 24. What about the Des Moines virus?

Mar 25. COVID: The Media Dragons are out for Trump's blood

Mar 25. UK downgrades COVID-19

Mar 26. Corona: the case number game

Mar 26. Corona: if they lied then, why wouldn't they lie now?

Mar 27. The Virus confesses to the CDC in a midnight meeting

Mar 29. Turn the economy back on; even Fauci is confessing

Mar 30. Corona: creating the illusion of a pandemic through diagnostic tests

Mar 30. People dying equals Coronavirus? An engineered virus?

Mar 31. More non-virus causal factors in “epidemic cases”-hospitals

APRIL 2020

Apr 1. COVID: It's not one thing, it's not one disease

Apr 2. Jon Rappoport: major Coronavirus announcement to my readers

Apr 6. The COVID illusion and the currency reset

Apr 7. COVID and a 5G connection?

Apr 8. Corona: creating the illusion of a pandemic through diagnostic tests

Apr 9. COVID Italy update: dispelling the pandemic illusion

Apr 10. COVID: two vital experiments that have never been done

Apr 12. My conversation with State Senator and doctor who exposes Medicare payouts for COVID-19
patients

Apr 13. COVID: The squeeze play on the population
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Apr 14. Passport to the Brave New World: the vaccine

Apr 14. COVID: The Chinese regime, Sun Tzu and The Art of War

Apr 15. Immunity certificates: a load of nonsense and a covert op

Apr 16. Here's what Sharyl Attkisson told me about the 2009 "pandemic"

Apr 16. Stepping outside the medical fortress

Apr 17. Protests against lockdowns: here they come

Apr 17. A message to the pod people wearing masks

Apr 17. 950AD: "Viking sailing ships return to port; violation of social distancing"

Apr 20. SARS 2003: fraud, and the credibility of the World Health Organization

Apr 21. COVID: The projection of a mass illusion

Apr 22. Crackdown lockdown downtown: fiddling case numbers while Rome burns

Apr 23. Social distancing: the rationale, the insanity

Apr 23. COVID-19 fraud: Researcher Jim West rides again

Apr 24. A Vital Paper: David Crowe challenges the discovery of the COVID-19 virus

Apr 26. Protests nationwide scheduled for May 1

Apr 27. Coronavirus, Phase Two: arbitrarily expand the definition of the disease

Apr 28. A message about suicide to the pod people wearing masks

Apr 29. COVID: two vital experiments that have never been done

Apr 30. The British Corona middle man, seen and yet not observed

MAY 2020

May 1. The Covid vaccine: simple facts staring us in the face

May 4. Professor Neil Ferguson, and the idiot presidents and prime ministers who believe his
computer predictions

May 5. Covid: the numbers game, the fraud, and the final answer

May 6. Lockdowns: looks like an op, smells like an op, walks six feet apart like an op

May 7. Professor Lockdown, Neil Ferguson, resigns over sex scandal

May 8. COVID: breathing ventilators, New York, death rate

May 11. The Chinese system comes to America

May 12. Bill Gates, HR6666, Remdesivir, Deaths in Italy

May 13. COVID: Going to the root of the poisonous tree
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May 15. COVID: David Crowe's brilliant new paper takes apart antibody testing

May 18. Lockdown insanity in Washington State

May 18. Virtual epidemic, virtual culture, prince of darkness

May 19. Forgotten moments from the history of vaccines; yes, history matters

May 19. COVID: Jim West expands his research on pollution (not the virus)

May 20. Television wartime messaging: for the love of unity

May 20. Richard Moskowitz, MD and homeopath, on vaccination

May 21. Who pushes the Idea of an epidemic; what are their crimes?

May 21. Corona: Throughout history, people never died, they are dying now, therefore it must be
the virus

May 22. Moderna and the COVID vaccine: what kind of lunacy?

May 25. COVID vaccine: what else could they put in the shot?

May 26. COVID-19 vaccination: what the plan looks like

May 27. Epidemic: Shocked that tests for the virus are worthless? You shouldn't be.

May 28. The "hot zone" theory of new frightening diseases

May 28. The delusion called Fauci

May 29. The pandemic pattern-how the illusion is built

JUNE 2020

Jun 1. Contact tracing in the circus of robots

Jun 2. Violence across America: the world is watching

Jun 3. Dangerous nano-particles contaminating many vaccines: groundbreaking study

Jun 4. COVID-19 and Riots: the operational connections

Jun 5. COVID-19: a movie on the screen of life

Jun 8. Vaccination: how the West invades the world
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